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ABSTRACT Finding useful portfolios that could be a portfolio of trading strategy or a stock portfolio
from financial datasets is always an attractive research topic due to the nature of financial markets. Because
investors always want an approach that can continually provide various portfolios, the issue of group stock
portfolio optimization (GSPO) has been raised and the algorithms to obtain a group stock portfolio (GSP)
have also been described in the past. A GSP divides the whole set of stocks into several stock groups, and
the stocks in a group are exchangeable in investment. Thus, when investors are not satisfied with a suggested
stock, they can select another stock from the same group to replace the original one. However, the industry
diversity of stocks within a group is not regarded in the existing literatures. In this paper, an algorithm
for dealing with the diverse group stock portfolio optimization (DGSPO) is proposed to obtain a diverse
group stock portfolio (DGSP). The proposed algorithm is based on the group genetic algorithm with the
chromosome representation and the fitness function designed for the purpose of finding a good DGSP.
Especially, a factor called group diversity is designed to diversify stocks from different industries and is
considered in the fitness evaluation. Another factor considers cash dividend is also applied to keep companies
with good quality in the portfolio for increasing the profit of a DGSP. Two real financial datasets are used in
the experiments to verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

INDEX TERMS Stock portfolio, group stock portfolio, grouping genetic algorithm, grouping problem,
group diversity.

I. INTRODUCTION
Portfolio optimization is a very important research topic in
investment. In a portfolio, various assets can be considered,
e.g., stocks, futures, and options [2], [25], [32], [36], [39].
Given a set of assets, effectively deriving appropriate port-
folios with good profits and low risks is crucial. In the
past, the mean-variance (M-V) model is commonly utilized
to deal with the portfolio optimization [30], [31]. Given a
set of assets and an expected return, the model can find
the weights of the assets that can minimize risk. Since
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the obtained portfolios depended on the desired expected
returns, the problem was transformed into an optimization
problem and optimization techniques could be adopted to
solve it. For example, some of them utilized genetic algo-
rithms (GA) [12], [24] and some of them usedmulti-objective
genetic algorithms (MOGA) [4], [26], [27], [29]. In addi-
tion, taking a fuzzy set into consideration, other algorithms
were proposed for solving fuzzy portfolio optimization prob-
lems [1], [5], [28]. Furthermore, hybrid approaches have
also been designed for optimizing portfolios [15], [21], [22].
For instance, Elhachloufi et al. used classification and
GA for stock portfolio optimization [9]. Gupta et al.
employed support vector machines and GA for asset portfolio
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TABLE 1. The two GSPs A and B.

TABLE 2. Stock information.

optimization [14]. Considering financial and ethical consid-
erations, hybrid optimization models were introduced for
portfolio selection in [15].

In the past, a GA-based approach which considered an
investor’s objective and subjective requests has been pro-
posed to derive stock portfolios [6]. Two sets of criteria, sub-
jective and objective, were designed to evaluate the goodness
of a chromosome, which represented a candidate stock port-
folio. The subjective criteria included the investment capital
penalty (ICP) and the portfolio penalty (PP), and the objective
criteria included return on investment (ROI) and value at risk
(VaR). For a derived portfolio, investors sometimes don’t like
a specific stock due to some personal reasons and want to
replace it. It will be very time-consuming if the undesired
stock is removed and the program is re-run to get another
portfolio to investors. Another approach was then designed
to divide the stocks into groups and find a group stock port-
folio (GSP) using the grouping genetic algorithm (GGA) [9].
In a GSP, the stocks in the same group can be substituted
to each other. In other words, investors may thus have high
flexibility in choosing stocks according to the suggested GSP.
Thus, when investors are not satisfied with a suggested stock,
they can select a substitute stock from the same group to
replace the original one. Because the stock group is consid-
ered, group balance and portfolio satisfaction are employed
to design the fitness function to evaluate each individual.
Finding a GSP is a kind of grouping problems [17], [18].

However, the diversity of groups which is an important
property of the grouping problem [20], [37] is not considered
in the previous approach [9]. To describe the importance of
diversity of groups, two GSPs A and B show in Table 1 are
used to explain it. Stock information, including industries and
stock prices of stocks, is shown in Table 2.

Table 1 shows that each of the given GSPs has three groups
and every group has three stocks. From Table 2, we can see
that the three stocks, 1338, 2206, and 2227, in G1 of GSP
A belong to automobile, and stocks in G2 and G3 belong to

semiconductor and other electronic. In this case, we say that
the diversity of the group in GSP A is low because stocks in
each stock group have the same industries, and the problem
will arise when using the real datasets from 2013/01/02 to
2013/12/31 and from 2014/01/02 to 2014/12/31 for training
and testing. From Table 1, we can observe that although
the returns of stocks belonging to automobile are positive in
the training data, they are negative in the testing data since
automobile worsens in 2014. For instance, the returns of stock
2206 are 0.82 and −0.23 on the training and testing datasets.
In other words, if the diversity of a group in a GSP is low,
investors do not have opportunities to avoid high-risk stocks
even though other stocks in the same group can be replaced.
On the contrary, if the diversity of a group in a GSP is high,
investors can easily replace a suggested stock by a stock from
a different industry in the same group. Take the GSP B as an
example. When investors think the prospects of automobile
are bad, they then can select stocks 2317, 2303 and 2312 from
groups G1, G2 and G3 as a stock portfolio to avoid potential
risks.

In this paper, we thus adopt the grouping genetic algorithm
to develop an optimization mechanism for finding a good
diverse group stock portfolio (DGSP). To encode a possible
DGSP, the grouping, stock and stock portfolio parts are used
as those in [9]. In chromosome evaluation, not only the exist-
ing factors, including portfolio satisfaction, group balance,
price balance and unit balance, are used to get a good DGSP,
but also two new factors, the stability and diversity factors,
are designed to increase return and ability to avoid risk. The
stability factor is developed based on the cash dividends of
stocks. The diversity factor is created to measure the diversity
of stock groups. Using these factors, two fitness functions
are presented and employed for chromosome evaluation.
The three genetic operations are used to generate offspring,
including crossover, mutation, and inversion. Finally, two real
financial datasets consisting of 30 and 31 stocks were verified
to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
background knowledge and problem definition is given in
Section 3. The related work is described in Section 4. The
elements of the proposed approach are stated in details in
Section 4. The proposed algorithm for optimizing a DGSP
is stated in Section 5. Extensive experiments on the two real
datasets are discussed in Section 6. Finally, conclusions and
future work are given in Section 7.

II. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE AND PROBLEM
DEFINITION
In this section, the maximally diverse grouping problem
and the grouping genetic algorithm are introduced in Sec-
tions II.A and II.B, respectively. The definition of the DGSP
optimization problem is given in Section II.C.

A. MAXIMALLY DIVERSE GROUPING PROBLEM
Given n objects, the grouping problem is to divide them into
K clusters with the condition that the group sizes are as equal
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as possible [17], [18]. A variant of the grouping problem is
the maximally diverse grouping problem (MDGP), in which
the objects in a group have the maximal diversity [20], [37].
Mathematically, the MDGP can be represented below [37]:

max
G∑
g=1

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

dijxigxjg,

subject to
G∑
g=1

xig = 1, i = 1, 2, ...n

ag ≤
n∑
i=1

xig ≤ bg, g = 1, 2, . . . ,G

xig ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, g = 1, 2, . . . ,G,

where dij denotes the difference between two objects i and
j. Besides, if stock i is in group g, then xig is 1; other-
wise, xig is 0. The two symbols, ag and bg, represent the
minimum and maximum group sizes. Thus, the diversity
of a group can be measured as the total of the distance
between each pair of objects in a group. Because MDGP
is NP–hard, some heuristic approaches have consequently
been developed [3], [19], [34]. Examples include the variable
neighborhood search [3], the hybrid genetic algorithm [19],
and the artificial bee colony algorithm [34] among others.

B. GROUPING GENETIC ALGORITHM
By enhancing the genetic algorithms (GAs) which can pro-
vide an almost optimal solution within a limited time,
the grouping genetic algorithm (GGA) is presented for solv-
ing the grouping problem which is attempted to divide ele-
ments into groups with a cost function [17]. Using the GGA
for solving the grouping problems, Brown et al. also indicated
that the GGAwas better than the GAs on various datasets [6].

In the following, the main differences of GA and GGA
that are the encoding schema and genetic operations are
introduced. A solution in the GGA is encoded by the grouping
and object parts. For instance, a possible chromosome could
be ‘‘ACDBBC: ABCD’’. Before the semicolon, the string
‘‘ACDBBC’’ is the object part, and after the semicolon,
the string ‘‘ABCD’’ is the group part. From the two parts,
we can know that there are six objects and four groups. The
chromosome shows that six objects should be divided into
four groups. In this example, object o1, objects o4 and o5,
objects o2 and o6, and object o3 belong to group ‘A’, ‘B’,
‘C’, and ‘D’, respectively. As to the genetic operations in
the GGA, three operations are used to form new offspring,
including crossover, mutation and inversions. In crossover
operation, it requires a chromosome arbitrarily selected as
a base chromosome. Some groups from another chromo-
some are then added into the base chromosome. After that,
the duplicate objects are eliminated from the newly formed
chromosome. The mutation operator performed only on the
object part. It reassigns an object into another group ran-
domly. The last genetic operator is the inversion opera-
tor which is intended to assist the crossover operator in

having distinct group combinations to exchange between two
parents.

C. DGSP OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Before we define the DGSP optimization problem, definition
of GSP is stated firstly.
Definition 1 (Group Stock Portfolio, or GSP): Given a

set of stocks S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn } and a group number K,
the GSP is a partition of S with K stock groups. That is,
GSP = {G1, G2, . . . , Gn}, where each Gi is a subsetof S,
G1∪ G2∪ . . .∪ GK = S, Gi 6= φ and ∀i6= j, Gi∩ Gj = φ.
Based on Definition 1, considering the diversity of stock

group, the diverse group stock portfolio optimization problem
can be defined as follows.
Definition 2. (Diverse Group Stock Portfolio Optimization,

or DGSPO): Given a set of stocks S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}
with related information, including stock price series, cash
dividends, industry type, and a group number K, the DGSPO
problem is to optimize the weights of stock groups and stocks
should belong to which groups of a DGSP so that the con-
ditions can be reached: (1) The return and risk of stock
portfolios that can be maximized and minimized; (2) The
diversity of stock group can be maximized.

To get a good DGSP, other factors could also be used.
For example, to make sure various stock portfolios can be
provided by a DGSP, stock groups have similar number of
stocks should be promised. Thus, the group balance can
be considered together with existing criteria to optimize a
DGSP. Hence, the aim of this paper is attempted to design
an algorithm for solving the DGSPO problem.

III. RELATED WORK
As portfolio selection is an optimization issue, metaheuristics
for portfolio optimization have been introduced in [23], [35].
The approaches like evolutionary algorithms, the Tabu search
and ant colony optimization approaches in portfolio opti-
mization are very effective. Below are briefly discussed
some portfolio optimization techniques for the M-V model’s
parameter learning to acquire portfolios through evolutionary
algorithms [1], [3], [4], [12], [24], [26]–[29].

Chang et al. proposed a GA-based method for portfo-
lio optimization problems. They considered different risk
measures, including semi-variance, mean absolute deviation
and variance with skewness [12]. Hoklie et al. presented
another evolutionary approach to solve the problem with the
expected returns and risks of stocks [24]. Given a portfolio,
the presented approach encoded weights of stocks into a
chromosome. According to the weights, each chromosome
is evaluated by the ratio of the expected return and risk of
the portfolio, where the expected return of a stock is the
mean profit during a certain period and the downside value
of the variance of a stock is used as identified risk. Taking
fuzzy theory into consideration, some approaches were also
presented to optimize fuzzy portfolios using GA [1], [28].
For instance, considering portfolio liquidity and fuzzy the-
orem, Barak et al. designed an approach for obtaining a
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portfolio using GA based on the presented fuzzy portfo-
lio mean-variance-skewness model with the cardinality con-
straint [1]. In that model, trapezoidal fuzzy membership
functions were adopted to represent the return of an asset, and
the fuzzy credibility theory was used to derive the turnover
rate of an asset. In the presented approach, the asset numbers
and proportions of assets are encoded into the chromosome.
The fuzzy variables that are used to represent return of assets
are employed to calculate fitness values of chromosomes.

For multi-objective genetic algorithms (MOGA), some
approacheswere designed for portfolio optimization [4], [26],
[27], [29]. For example, Li et al. designed a multi-objective
genetic algorithm to select portfolios with fuzzy random
returns [29]. Three criteria including return, risk and liq-
uidity were investigated. They proposed the constrained
multi-objective portfolio selection model to obtain a com-
promised portfolio strategy. Chromosomes that satisfied the
constraints of a problem were randomly generated. Each
chromosome was then evaluated using the regret values.
Genetic operators were used to discover new chromosomes.
After evolution, the best chromosome is considered as a com-
promise solution. Lwin et al. also proposed a multi-objective
portfolio optimization approach, called MODEwAwL, with
four constraints [27]. The encoding scheme consists of
two vectors that are utilized to represent whether assets
are included in the portfolio and the proportions of capital
invested in assets. The maximum return and minimum risk
are used as two objective functions to evaluate fitness of
chromosomes to obtain non-dominated solutions.

There are also hybrid methods for portfolio optimiza-
tion [5], [8], [15], [21], [22]. For example, Bermúdez et al.
presented a genetic algorithm to deal with a fuzzy
multi-objective portfolio selection problem for selecting effi-
cient portfolios [5]. In that approach, fuzzy quantities were
used to represent the uncertainty of the returns, and investor’s
aversion to risk is represented using a downside risk function.
Since the goal is to find efficient portfolios, each chromosome
indicates a possible portfolio in the population. According to
the expected returns on and risks of chromosomes, a fron-
tier of solutions is built. The evolution process is repeated
until a good upper-boundary frontier is found. Chen et al.
combined domain-driven mining framework and proposed an
algorithm for finding an actionable stock portfolio according
to the given subjective and objective criteria using GA [8].
Hachloufi et al. presented an approach called MinVaRMax-
VaL for the selection of optimal actions portfolio using GA
and VaR [15]. The goal of that algorithm is to improve the
optimal choice in the sense of having the highest return
and low risk. Gupta et al. then adopted the support vec-
tor machines and the real-coded genetic algorithm for asset
portfolio optimization [21]. It first used the support vector
machines to classify assets into less risky, high-yield and
liquid assets. In accordance with user preferences, desired
portfolios were then found from the classes using GA.
Gupta et al. then proposed a three-stage framework to select
portfolios by considering ethical and financial factors [22].

The ethical performance and financial quality scores of each
asset are first calculated using the analytical hierarchy process
technique and fuzzy decision making. They also designed
three hybrid models to find suitable portfolios.

For group stock portfolio (GSP) optimization, Chen et al.
extended the grouping genetic algorithm [9] to optimize a
GSP. The representation of a chromosome includes three
parts that are the grouping part, stock part and stock portfolio
part. Each chromosome is evaluated by group balance and
portfolio satisfaction. When the optimal GSP is derived at
the end of the evolution process, different stock portfolios
can be generated from the groups, with one stock chosen
from one group. The approach could provide investors more
flexibility in decision. To increase the similarity of stock
groups in a GSP, a series-based GSP optimization algorithm
was proposed in [11]. In that approach, the stock price series
are firstly transformed into symbolic series. Then, the dis-
tance of the symbolic series in groups is used to evaluate the
similarity of stock groups and designed as a part of factors in
the fitness function. To speed up the evolution process, a map-
reduce-based approach to optimize a GSP was presented
in [7]. The chromosome representation contains a mapper
number, a group number, a stock part and a portfolio part. The
mapper number is utilized to divide chromosomes in a pop-
ulation into subsets and deliver to respective mappers. The
fitness evaluation and genetic operations are executed in the
reducers. The optimization process is repeated until reaching
the terminal conditions. In addition, by using island-based
genetic algorithms, the island-based group stock portfolio
optimization approach which consisted of the evolution and
migration phases was designed [10]. In the evolution phase,
the grouping genetic algorithm is used to optimize GSPs.
Then, in themigration phase, the best chromosomes in islands
are selected and updated randomly to other islands to enhance
its searching ability. Hence, the main difference between
the proposed approach and the mentioned approaches is
the diversity of stock group is considered in the designed
approach.

IV. ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The four main components of the proposed approach are
presented in this section. They are encoding scheme in
Section IV.A, initial population in Section IV.B, genetic
operations in Section IV.C, and fitness and selection in
Section IV.D.

A. ENCODING SCHEME
Assume there are n stocks to be chosen from. They are
represented as S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}. Given a parameter K for
the group number, the proposed approach here is to obtain
K stock groups as a group stock portfolio with subjective
and objective criteria. Fig. 1 shows the encoding scheme of a
chromosome Cq as in [9].
In Fig. 1, there are three parts in the chromosome repre-

sentation: grouping, stock, and stock portfolio. In the stock
part, the stocks belonging to the same group Gi are expected
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FIGURE 1. Encoding scheme for a chromosome Cq.

FIGURE 2. An example of an encoding scheme.

to have similar characteristics. Only one stock in each group
is chosen. All the chosen stocks thus form a stock portfolio.
Therefore, a stock portfolio will include K stocks. The sec-
ond part is the stock portfolio part, in which each group
Gi includes two genes bi and ui. bi is a real value to decide
whether a stock in group Gi is selected and purchased. If the
value of bi is larger than or equal to a threshold λ, then a stock
in Gi is selected and purchased; otherwise, no stock from
Gi is selected. The other gene, ui, represents the amount to
be purchased for si. One unit purchased means one thousand
shares. Hence, the lengths of the three parts in a chromosome
are K, 2K and n, respectively. Below, the encoding scheme is
illustrated by a simple example.
Example 1: Suppose that ten stocks, s1, s2, s3, . . . , s10, are

considered in an investment. If the number of group K is 3,
a chromosome C1 is encoded as shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 shows that the grouping part consists of three groups,

G1, G2 and G3, and numbers of stocks are 3, 3 and 4,
respectively. Since the values of b1 and b3 are larger than
0.5, two stocks, one from G1 and the other from G3, are
chosen to compose a candidate portfolio. Besides, their pur-
chased units are 2 and 3. In this example, it expresses that
twelve stock portfolios (= 3 × 4) can be provided by the
chromosome.

B. INITIAL POPULATION
In a genetic process, the final results will depend on the initial
population. In this paper, we use the cash dividend yields of
stocks to generate initial chromosomes since they are reported
as an efficient investment strategy [16], [40]. An example is
first given below to describe what the cash dividend yield is.
Assume there are two companies, Chunghwa Telecom (CHT)
and Nan Ya Plastics Corporation (NPC). Table 3 shows the
cash dividends per share, stock prices and cash dividend
yields of the two companies in 2011 to 2014.

TABLE 3. The dividend data of CHT and NPC in 2011 to 2014.

TABLE 4. Ratio of the average cash dividend yield of each group over all
groups.

From Table 3, the cash dividends of CHT are NT$ 5.46,
5.35, 4.53 and 4.86, in 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014. Their cash
dividend yields are calculated by cash dividends over prices,
which are 5.46%, 5.66%, 4.86% and 5.71%, respectively.
Similarly, the cash dividend yields of NPC are 3.49%, 0.53%,
2.75% and 3.51%. Comparing the cash dividend yields of the
two companies, CHT is thought of as more stable than NPC
because the former has a better cash dividend yield than the
latter.

Given n stocks, we may use existing clustering techniques,
e.g., k-NN and k-means, to form K groups by their cash
dividend yields. After the clusters are formed, the average
cash dividend yield of stocks (avgCDi) in each group Gi is
calculated. The ratio of the value in one group over all the
groups is then calculated as the probability for the group to
be selected. Table 4 shows the results.

As a result, a group with a larger average cash dividend
yield will have a larger probability for its stocks to be picked
up. The strategy will thus generate a better initial population.

C. GENETIC OPERATIONS
Three genetic operations are used in the genetic process. They
are crossover, mutation and inversion. The genetic opera-
tions are the same as those that were used in our previous
approach [9]. Below, they are described briefly.

1) CROSSOVER
The two crossover operators are adopted here for gene
exchange on the grouping and stock portfolio parts. For the
grouping part, the one-point crossover operator acts on the
grouping part as the GGA did [17]. For the part of stock
portfolios, a chromosome CA is first chosen at random as
a base chromosome, and then some groups from another
chromosome CB are inserted into it to form CA’. At last,
the redundant stocks and groups are removed from the newly
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generated chromosome CA’. For the stock part, because the
one-point crossover operator made on the grouping part will
also change the stock part, the proposed approach does not
apply a crossover on the stock part.

2) MUTATION
The one-point mutation operator is adopted here for mutating
genes on the two parts of the stock and the stock portfolio. For
the part of the stock, two groups,Gi andGj, in a chromosome
are randomly selected, with both their stock numbers larger
than 1. A stock is then randomly selected from group Gi and
moved into another chosen group Gj. For part of the stock
portfolio, a gene is first selected at random. As mentioned
before, there are two genes, bi and ui, in a group in the stock
portfolio part. If the selected gene lies in bi in the stock
portfolio part, its value is generated and reassigned from [0,
0.5] to [0.5, 1] or [0.5, 1] to [0, 0.5]. When the selected gene
lies in ui, a random value is generated to replace the old one
from the interval of [1, maxUnit].

3) INVERSION
The purpose of using the inversion operator is to allow the
crossover operation to produce different group combinations
to exchange between two parents. Different types of strategies
may be utilized to achieve the goal. In this paper, the rear-
rangement operator is used. For example, originally, assume
that there are two groups: G1 has stocks s1, s3, s9, and G3 has
stocks s2, s4, s6, s7. If G1 and G3 are exchanged, then stocks
in the two groups are also exchanged. As a result, when the
crossover operator is conducted, it increases the probability
of getting various chromosomes.

D. FITNESS EVALUATION
The quality of a chromosome is measured by a fitness func-
tion. Parent chromosomes may also be randomly selected
to mate based on their fitness values. Because the proposed
algorithm is to optimize a diverse group stock portfolio,
designing a sophisticated fitness function for evaluating chro-
mosomes effectively is needed. Here, the enhanced fitness
functions based on that used in [9] are designed to obtain
a good GSP. The fitness function adopted in the previous
approach [9] is shown as follows:

f (Cq) = GB(Cq)α ∗ PS(Cq), (1)

whereGB(Cq) denotes the group balance and PS(Cq) denotes
portfolio satisfaction. The former is employed to balance the
numbers of stocks of groups in a chromosome, and the latter is
used for evaluating the profit satisfaction and user’s request
satisfaction of a chromosome. The parameter α reflects the
weight between the two factors. The group balance is defined
and explained below:

GB(Cq) =
K∑
i=1

−
|Gi|
N

log
|Gi|
N
, (2)

where |Gi| represents the size of the i-th group and K is the
number of groups. A large group balance value is better. The
portfolio satisfaction is defined and explained below (3):

PS(Cq) =
NC∑
p=1

subPS(SPp)/NC, (3)

where NC is the number of stock portfolios that can be
generated from the chromosomeCq, and SubPS(SPp) is the p-
th portfolio’s portfolio satisfactionwhich can be calculated by
formula (4):

subPS(SPp) =
ROI (SPp)

suitability(SPp)
. (4)

In Formula 4, ROI(SPP) and suitability(SPP) are the profit
and the suitability of the stock portfolio SPp. ROI (SPP) is
defined as follows:

ROI (SPp)=
∑n

i=1

[
(SP{i}s −SP

{i}
b ) ∗ ui+Div(i) ∗ ui

+ ui ∗ Riski] , (5)

where ui is the purchased units of si, SP
(i)
s and SP(i)b are the

sale price and purchase cost of si, andDiv(i) and Riski are cash
dividend and risk of si. Note that the risk calculation is based
on the historical simulation (HS) [31]. The suitability (SPP)
is stated in formula (6).

suitability(SPP) = ICP(SPP)+ PP(SPP)β , (6)

where ICP(SPP) and PP(SPP) are the investment capital
penalty and the portfolio penalty of SPp, and β is the param-
eter for balancing the influence of ICP and PP. ICP(SPp) is
intended to evaluate the degree of satisfaction of SPP’s invest-
ment capital to the maximum investment capital predefined,
which is shown in formula (7):

ICP(SPp) =


max Inves
Capp

, if Capp ≤ max Inves

Capp
max Inves

, if max Inves < Capp
(7)

where maxInves and CapP are the predefined maximum
investment and investment capital of SPP, respectively.
PP(SPp) is used to assess the degree of satisfaction of the
amount of stocks bought in SPp over the predefined max-
imum amount of stocks bought, which is defined in for-
mula (8):

PP(SPp) =


numComp
numCom

, if numCom ≤ numComp

numCom
numComp

, if numComp < numCom
(8)

where numComP and numCom are the number of purchased
stocks of the stock portfolio SPP and the predefined max-
imum number of purchased stocks, respectively. Hence,
when a chromosome has a high portfolio satisfaction value,
it means the portfolios formed from the chromosome could
reach a good profit under the given criteria.
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Because the cash dividend could be used to indicate that
a company is stable in years when the company’s cash divi-
dends are similar, the stability factor is provided based on the
cash dividend to decrease the effect of the suggested stocks
that have high profits in the training stage but cause enormous
losses in the test stage. Other literature also indicated that,
for example, (1) Huxley reported that high-dividend yield
stocks usually outperform those with small yields [16], and
(2) You et al. indicated that a cash dividend yield portfolio
is better than other kinds of portfolios on the Taiwan stock
market [40]. In other words, the aim of the stability factor is
attempted to prevent using stocks in the final DGSP with a
big variance of cash dividend. The stability factor SF(Cq) is
shown in formula (9).

SF(SPp) = 2× (1+max(NCD(sp1), . . . ,NCD(s
p
i ), . . . ,

NCD(spm)), (9)

where NCD(spi ) is the normalized variance of cash dividends
of stock si in stock portfolio SPp. Assume that SPp consists
ofm stocks and each stock has l cash dividends, NCD(spi ) can
be calculated by formula (10).

NCD(spi ) =
varCD(spi )

h− thVarCD(S, h)
, (10)

where varCD(spi ) is the variance of cash dividends of stock
si and h-thVarCD(S, h) is the h-th largest variance of cash
dividends of the given stocks in the set S. When h is set
to 1, it means that the influence of the stability factor on
the fitness value is the smallest. On the contrary, if h is set
to n, the influence will be the largest. If high fluctuation is
not allowed for investors, it is suggested that the h should
be set to a higher value. The varCD(spi ) is calculated using
formula (11).

varCD(spi ) =

l∑
b=1

(CD
spi
b − CD

spi )2

l − 1
, (11)

where l is number of cash dividends of stock si, and CD
si
b and

CD
si are the b-th cash dividend and the average cash dividend

of stock si. Hence, in this paper, the modified m_subPS(SPp)
is shown in formula (12).

m_subPS(SPp) =
ROI (SPp)

suitability(SPp) ∗ SF(SPp)
. (12)

In addition, to avoid the unit ui purchased for a group being
too large or too small, the unit balance is presented to
cause the units purchased to fall within the predefined range
[minPurchasedUnit, maxPurchasedUnit]. The unit balance is
given in formula (13).

UB(Cq) =


ubv1, if

∑k

i=1
Ui = K ,

ubv2, if
∑k

i=1
Ui > 0,

1, otherwise,

(13)

whereUi represents whether the purchased unit ui of groupGi
is in the predefined range and K is number of groups. If the

purchased unit is between minPurchasedUnit and maxPur-
chasedUnit, then Ui is 1. Otherwise, Ui is−1. When UB(Cq)
is ubv1, the purchased units of all groups are inside the
predefined range. IfUB(Cq) is ubv2, it means some purchased
units do not fall within in the predefined range. The value of
ubv2 should be smaller than ubv1. In this paper, ubv1 and ubv2
are set at 1.4 and 1.15. Otherwise, UB(Cq) is 1.
To make stocks in the same group have as similar a stock

price as possible, the price balance is then presented, which
is shown in formula (14).

PB(Cq) = Max(1,
k∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

−
|Secj|
|Gi|

log
|Secj|
|Gi|

), (14)

where Secj is stock price section which is a stock price range
defined by user, |Secj| is number of stocks in j-th section
and |Gi| is number of stocks in group Gi. Based on SF(Cq),
UB(Cq) and PB(Cq), the enhanced fitness function f (Cq) is
defined in formula (15).

f (Cq) =
GB(Cq)α ∗ PS(Cq) ∗ UB(Cq)

PB(Cq)
. (15)

Furthermore, the diversity factor is intended to boost the
diversity of stocks in the same group in this paper in order to
attain the objective of acquiring a DGSP. The diversity factor
is defined as formula (11).

DF(Cq) =

∑K
i=1D

q
i

K
, (16)

where K is the given number of groups, and Dqi means the
diversity value of the group Gi in chromosome Cq. D

q
i is

calculated using formula (17):

Dqi =

∑
sh,st∈Gi,a nd h6=t

dissMatrix(sh, st )

|Gi|
, (17)

where sh and st are two stocks in groupGi, and dissMatrix(sh,
st ) is used to check whether sh and st are in the same category
(industry). If sh and st are in the same category, the value is
zero. Otherwise, the value is one. Note that the dissimilarity
matrix can be evaluated by various attributes. For example,
the capital amount could be used to evaluate the company
scale, or the debt asset ratio could be utilized to measure the
financial leverage. Thus, instead of using the industries of
stocks, a set of attributes, including the industries of stocks,
the company scale, the debt asset ratio, etc., can be used to
measure the diversity of stock groups. Based on the original
fitness function stated in formula (1), by combining the sta-
bility factor and the diversity factor shown in formulas (9) and
(16), the first fitness function f1(Cq) is given in formulas (18).

f1(Cq) = GB(Cq)α ∗ PS(Cq) ∗ DF(Cq)β , (18)

where α and β are parameters used to reflect the influence of
these factors. The second fitness function f2(Cq), according to
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FIGURE 3. Framework of the DGSP optimization approach.

the enhanced fitness function and the diversity factor shown
in formulas (15) and (16), is defined in formula (19).

f2(Cq)=
GB(Cq)α ∗ PS(Cq) ∗ UB(Cq) ∗ DF(Cq)β

PB(Cq)
. (19)

V. GGA-BASED OPTIMIZATION APPROACH FOR
OBTAINING A DGSP
In this section, the framework of the proposed approach is
stated in Section V.A. Details of the proposed algorithm is
illustrated in Section.B.

A. FRAMEWORK OF PROPOSED APPROACH
The framework of the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 shows that the proposed approach first generates
initial population using the financial dataset with related
information, including a set of stocks, stock price series, cash
dividends, and industry types of all stocks. For every chromo-
some in the population, the group, stock and stock portfolio
parts are used to encode a possible DGSP. Then, the designed
fitness function which composes of various criteria that are
the group balance, portfolio satisfaction, price balance, unit
balance, diversity factor, and stability factor is employed to
evaluate the quality of every chromosome. If the termination
conditions are not reached, the reproduction is executed to
form next population, as well as the genetic operations that
are crossover, mutation and inversion. Otherwise, the chro-
mosomewith the highest fitness value will be outputted as the
final DGSP to provide investors making investment plans.

B. DETAILS OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm for obtaining a diverse group stock
portfolio by grouping genetic algorithms is described below.
The proposed GGA-based algorithm for diverse group

stock portfolio optimization:
INPUT: A set of stocks S = {si | 1 ≤ i≤ n} with their cash

dividends CD = {CDi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} that can be used to calcu-
late cash dividend yields Y = {yi | 1 ≤ i≤ n}, a predefined
maximum investment capital maxInves, a predefined max-
imum number of purchased stocks numCom, a predefined

maximum number of purchased units of a stock maxUnit,
a number of groups K , parameters α, β and h, a crossover
rate pc, a mutation rate pm, an inversion rate pI , a population
size pSize, and a number of generations Gene.
OUTPUT: A diverse group stock portfolio DGSP.
STEP 1: Form an initial population with pSize chromo-

somes using the procedure described in Section IV.B.
STEP 2: For each chromosome Cq, calculate its fitness

value by the following sub-steps.
Sub-step 2.1: Find the value of portfolio satisfaction of Cq

as follows.
Sub-step 2.1.1: Use the grouping part in Cq to generate

possible stock portfolios and denote them as SP = {SPi |1
< i < |G1| × |G2| ×... × |GK |}. Each SPi is a combination
generated from the grouping part.

Sub-step 2.1.2: Evaluate the profit of each SPi by formula
(5).

Sub-step 2.1.3: Evaluate the suitability of each SPi by
formula (6).

Sub-step 2.1.4: Evaluate the stability factor of SPi by for-
mula (9).

Sub-step 2.1.5: Set the value of the portfolio satisfaction
for each SPi according to formula (12).
Sub-step 2.1.6: Evaluate the portfolio satisfaction for each

chromosome Cq by formula (3).
Sub-step 2.2: Measure the group balance of Cq by for-

mula (2).
Sub-step 2.3: Calculate the unit balance of Cq by for-

mula (13) when the fitness function f2 is selected to evaluate
a chromosome.

Sub-step 2.4: Measure the price balance of Cq by formula
(14) when the fitness function f2 is selected to evaluate a
chromosome.

Sub-step 2.5:Measure the diversity factor ofCq by formula
(16).

Sub-step 2.6: Set the fitness value of Cq according to the
selected fitness function (formulas (18) or (19)).

Step 3: Conduct the selection operation on the population
to form the next population.

STEP 4: Conduct the crossover operation on the popula-
tion.

STEP 5: Conduct themutation operation on the population.
STEP 6: Conduct the inversion operation on the popula-

tion.
STEP 7: Repeat Steps 2 to 6 until the stop criterion is

satisfied.
STEP 8: Output the chromosome with the highest fitness

value as the optimized DGSP.
Note that in Step 3, either the elitist or the roulette wheel

selection strategy can be adopted as the selection mechanism.
In this paper, the elitist selection strategy is used to form
the next population. Because chromosome evolution may
time-consuming with a large number of stocks, to speed
up the evolution process, the island-based parallel grouping
genetic algorithms [10], [13] or parallel genetic algorithms
based on HadoopMapReduce [7], [14] are suggested to solve
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TABLE 5. Parameter setting.

FIGURE 4. The first dataset in the experiments.

the problem. In addition, a data processing procedure could
also be designed and utilized for obtaining a small subset
from the hundreds of stocks in the market. To keep valuable
stocks and reduce the stock size, financial indicators can be
employed to reach the goal, including return on equity (ROE),
the price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio, earnings per share (EPS),
etc.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments were made to verify the proposed algorithm.
In Section VI.A, the experimental datasets are stated. Then,
the derived DGSPs are described in Section VI.B. The com-
paring proposed approach with existing approaches is given
in Section VI.C. The effectiveness of the stability factor is
shown in Section VI.D. The parameter setting in the experi-
ments is listed in Table 5.

A. DATA DESCRIPTIONS
Two real datasets that have 30 and 31 stocks are used
in the experiments. The first dataset contains 30 stocks
that were obtained from the Taiwan Stock Exchange (TSE)
from 2011/01/01 to 2014/12/31. They were chosen from six
categories, namely, semiconductor, finance, computer and
peripheral equipment, plastic, optoelectronic, and communi-
cation network. The first dataset are shown in Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4, we can observe one phenomenon whereby
most of the stock price series are within 0 to 100 and some of
them are larger than 250. The attributes of the dataset are the
stock prices, the cash dividends, risk and industries of stocks.
The variance of cash dividend of each stock can be calculated
using its cash dividends. The risk value can be derived by

TABLE 6. Related information about the first dataset.

FIGURE 5. The second dataset in the experiments.

historical data simulation. Related information about the first
dataset is shown in Table 6.

Table 6 shows that the number of stocks in each industry
is five. According to the average cash dividends of stocks of
the six industries, semiconductor is similar to communication
network, and the financial industry is similar to the plastic
industry as well. We can also observe that semiconductor and
plastic are similar in terms of the average buying and selling
prices. Computer and peripheral equipment and communica-
tion network have higher risk than other industries. Computer
and peripheral equipment has the largest cash dividend.

The second dataset collects data from 2010/01/01 to
2014/12/31 from the TSE. It has 31 stocks, and its attributes
are the same as the first dataset. The 31 stock price series are
depicted in Fig. 5.

From Fig. 5, it can be observed that most of the stock
prices are between 0 to 100, some of them are between 100 to
400, and only a few of them are larger than 400. Comparing
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, we can understand that the variance of the
stocks in Fig. 5 is larger than that in Fig. 4.
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TABLE 7. Initial and final best DGSPs using fitness function f1.

Next, we will compare the proposed approach and the
previous approach [9]. We called the previous approach with
its original fitness function as ‘‘Previous Approach (O)’’.
The ‘‘Previous Approach (M)’’ means the stability factor
is taken into consideration in the previous approach. Then,
instead of the original fitness function, the enhanced fitness
function, which is formula (15) without using the stability
factor, is used in the previous approach to obtain GSP and
named as ‘‘Previous Approach (E)’’. As to the proposed
approach, we run two different versions based on the two
fitness functions f1 and f2.

B. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF THE DERIVED DGSPs
The derived DGSP is given and analyzed in this section.
Using a one-year dataset (2013) as training data, Table 7 dis-
plays the initial best DGSP and the final DGSP using the
proposed algorithm with the f1 fitness function after 100 gen-
erations.

Table 7 shows that the number of stocks in the derived
DGSP, which are 5, 6, 5, 6, 3 and 5, is better than that in the
initial DGSP, which are 8, 5, 6, 3, 3 and 5. The result means
that the derived groups are balanced. As to the diversity of
DGSP, we can see that the three stocks (2409, 2426, 2438)
belong to optoelectronic in group G1 and the three stocks
(4904, 2412, 2419) belong to communication network in
group G3 in the initial DGSP. But in the derived DGSP, they
are divided into different groups. The stock symbols 2409 and
2419 are moved to groups G2. From the derived DGSP and
its diversity value, it can be concluded that the diversity
of groups obtained by the proposed approach is increased.
Besides, a total of 450 (= 5 × 6 × 3 × 5) stock portfolios
can be generated from the four chosen groups and suggested
to investors.

Then, experiments were conducted to compare the DGSPs
derived by fitness function f1 with those derived by fitness
function f2. Table 8 shows the results.
The difference in the fitness functions f1 and f2 is that when

f2 is used in the proposed approach, it means the stock prices

TABLE 8. The DGSPs derived using fitness functions f1 and f2.

FIGURE 6. The series of stock prices of the diverse GSP by f1.

and purchased units of a stock will be considered during
the evolution process. From Table 8, we can verify that the
unit and price balances of the DGSP derived by f2, 1.4 and
1.027, are both better than those derived by f1. However,
the portfolio satisfaction of the derived DGSP has decreased.
In other words, there is a trade-off between portfolio satisfac-
tion and unit and price balances. To verify them more clearly,
the series of stock prices of the DGSPs obtained by f1 and f2
are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

Comparing the results in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, we can observe
that the stock price series in Fig. 7 have a higher similarity
than that in Fig. 6. For instance, the prices of the two stock
symbols 2451 and 1326 are higher than those of the other
three stocks in Fig. 6(c) as well as stock symbol 1303 in
Fig. 6(d). From Fig. 7, we can also observe that the stock
price series in groups are similar. For instance, the prices of
the stock series in Fig. 7(c) are within 10 to 35.

C. COMPARING PROPOSED APPROACH WITH EXISTING
APPROACHES
To show the diversity of the derived DGSPs more clearly,
experiments were then made to show the average diversity
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FIGURE 7. The series of stock prices of the diverse GSP by f2.

FIGURE 8. The average diversity values of the previous and proposed
approaches.

values of the derived DGSPs by the previous approach and
proposed approach with fitness functions f1 and f2 using
two-year and three-year datasets as training data. Fig. 8 shows
the results.

Fig. 8 shows the average diversity values of the proposed
approach with f1 and f2 are better than those of ‘‘Previous
approach (M) ’’ and ‘‘Previous approach (E) ’’. The results
show that the DGSPs derived by the proposed approach do
actually increase the diversity of groups when compared with
existing approaches.

Experiments were then conducted to verify the effective-
ness of the derived DGSPs. The proposed approach was
compared with the previous one and the benchmark in terms
of returns and diversity of groups. The benchmark represents
the best solution and is obtained by a brute-force way by
trying all combinations of stock portfolios. The average ROI,
maximum ROI and minimum ROI of the stock portfolios
were compared. The results were averaged by ten runs on
the two-year training and one-year testing datasets, shown
in Tables 9.

It can be easily observed from Table 9 that the average
ROI by the proposed approach and the previous one are both
around 45% and 25% on the training and testing datasets,
which are better than 12% and 18% on all the combinations in
the benchmark. Comparing the proposed approach with the
previous one in terms of returns, they show that the returns
of both approaches are similar. When the diversities of the
approaches are compared, we can find that the proposed

TABLE 9. Returns and diversity of the derived DGSPs on the first dataset.

TABLE 10. Returns and diversity of the obtained DGSPs on the second
dataset.

approach has better diversity of DGSPs than the previous one.
Thus, the proposed approach can not only achieve almost the
same returns as the previous one but also has a better diversity
of groups than the previous one. Then, experimental results
were conducted to compare the two approaches on returns for
the second dataset. The results are summarized in Table 10.

From Table 10, in the training phase, although the previous
approach with the original fitness function has the highest
average ROI, the average ROI is−0.027 in the testing phase.
Using the enhanced fitness function, the average ROI of
the previous approach is increased, which is 0.059 in the
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TABLE 11. Returns of the derived DGSPs on the first dataset with
different h as training data.

testing phase. In the proposed approach, we can find that
the average ROIs of the optimized DGSPs by utilizing the
fitness function f1 or f2 are obviously better than those of the
previous approach and benchmark. These results indicate that
the proposed approach, considering diversity and stability
factors, can derive better DGSPs than the previous approach.

D. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE STABILITY FACTOR
Experiments were performed in this section for testing the
stability factor with different h values on the two datasets in
terms of average ROI. Tables 11 and 12 state the results for
the first and second datasets, respectively.

From Table 11, it can be seen that the average ROI values
of the proposed and the previous approaches with different h

TABLE 12. Returns of the derived DGSPs on the second dataset with
different h as training data.

values are better than those of the benchmark on training data.
All of them are larger than 0.197. On the testing data, most
of the average ROI values of the proposed and the previous
approaches are also better than those of the benchmark. Com-
paring the proposed approach with the previous one, it can be
observed that the proposed approach may have average ROI
values similar to those of the previous approach.When h is set
to 5, the average ROI value of the proposed approach is better
than that of the previous one. Table 11 shows that when the
stocks in the given dataset have small variance, the proposed
approach (f1), the previous approach (O) and the previous
approach (M) can reach good average ROI values.

In Table 12, the average ROI values of both the proposed
and previous approaches are better than the benchmark in
the training data, but the previous approach (O), which has
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the highest return in the training data, has a negative return
in the testing data. But, if the stability factor is considered,
the average ROI values of the previous approach (M) with
different h are larger than 0.048 at least. In the proposed
approach (f1), we can also see that the average ROI values are
0.033, 0.121, 0.181 and 0.122 for h values that were set to 1, 3,
5 and 7, respectively. And, when h was set to 5, the proposed
approach has the highest average ROI. As a result, comparing
Tables 11 and 12, we can conclude that when the variance
of stock prices is high, the stability factor can increase the
average ROI values.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Many portfolio optimization methods with distinct criteria
have been suggested over the past decades to address distinct
kinds of portfolio optimization problems. Previously, an algo-
rithm has been proposed to find a GSP using the GGA in
order to provide amore effectiveway for investment. Through
the GSP, various stock portfolios can be suggested. In other
words, when investors are not satisfied with a suggested
stock, it is possible to select a substitute stock from the same
stock group to replace the original. Taking into account the
diversity of stock industries, the GSPO problem becomes
the DGSPO problem. An algorithm has been proposed for
solve DGSPO problem to obtain a DGSP using the GGAwith
the enhanced fitness functions in this paper. Experimental
findings on two real datasets also showed the effectiveness of
the presented approach. The main contributions of this work
can be summarized as follows:

(1) In order to provide a more effective way for investment,
by considering the diversity of stock industries, we have pro-
posed an algorithm to obtain a diverse group stock portfolio
using the grouping genetic algorithm.

(2) To reach the goal, the two enhanced fitness functions
have been designed by adding the stability factor and the
diversity factor. The stability factor is intended to decrease
the probability of the suggested stock suffering enormous loss
based on the cash dividend in testing. The diversity factor is
used to enhance a group’s diversity of stock industries.

(3) Experimental results conducted on two real datasets
indicate that the proposed approach can not only has similar
or even better returns than the previous approach, but also
improve the diversity of the derived DGSPs, especially when
stock prices fluctuate heavily.

In the future, we will continually assess the suggested
approach through bigger databases and investigate the out-
comes using distinct parameter configurations as well as the
distinct methods of optimization.
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